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Influence of atmospheric stability on 
wind turbine loads 
Ameya Sathe, Jakob Mann, Thanasis Barlas, 
Wim Bierbooms, Gerard van Bussel 
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What loads are being investigated? 
• Blade root flapwise and edgewise loads 
• Tower foreaft loads 
• Rotor Mx, My and Mz loads 
What inputs depend on 
atmospheric stability? 
• Wind Profiles 
• Atmospheric turbulence (free stream conditions) 
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Wind Profile Analysis - Høvsøre 
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Turbulence Spectra 
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Simulation Environment 
NREL 5 MW wind turbine 
HAWC 2 code 
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Load Cases 
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Tower base fore-aft bending moment 
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Rotor Mx bending moment 
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Cumulative Damage 
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Conclusions 
• The influence of atmospheric stability on loads can be considered 
significant (up to 17 %) depending on the component of interest 
• The influence of using different wind profile models is up to a limited 
extent (up to 7 %), and depends on the component of interest.  
Open questions 
• Should atmospheric stability be included in load calculations? 
• Are the differences in the calculated loads larger than the uncertainties in 
the load calculations? 
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